Expert Group Meeting on SNA Co-ordination
(Luxembourg, 23-27 January 1989)

Ref. No.

801 Agenda
802 SNA Accounting Structure reconsidered, UNSO
803 Environmental Accounting and the SNA, UNSO/World Bank
804 Social accounting matrices (SAM's) Income Distribution and the SNA Review (Anne Harrison, consultant UNSO)
805 Introducing the concept of "total consumption" into the SNA: Implications on the income flows for households and general government, EUROSTAT
806 Statistics on the Environment (EUROSTAT)
807 How to treat intermediate consumption of non-market services provided free of charge by government to market producers, (A. Vanoli INSEE)
808 Treatment of Research and Development expenditures in the National Accounts (OECD)
809 Mineral exploration (U.S. Department of Commerce, C. Carson)
810 Two loose ends: Software and nuclear fuel (OECD)
811 Sectorization of Social Security funds (IMF/UNSO)
812 Reconciliation of SNA and OECD-IMF tax classification (IMF/UNSO)
813 The imputation for bank service charges: measurement and allocation (OECD)
814 The treatment of insurance (A. Vanoli)
815 Current and capital transfers (OECD)
816 Comments on household sector classifications (ILO)
817 Relationships between cash and accrual (IMF/UNSO)
818 Changes in stocks and holding gains (T.P. Hill)
819 Summary conclusions of the ECLAC regional seminar on national accounts, Buenos Aires, 21 - 25 November 1988 (UNSO/ECLAC)
820 Cross-referencing the new Blue Book (Anne Harrison consultant UNSO)
821 Population and Employment Figures for ESA and SNA (EUROSTAT)
822 The concept of income and the distinction between current and capital items (T.P. Hill)

-10-
Summary of comments received on the paper "The Residency of technical assistance personnel" (IMF)

Three topics concerning the household sector (Lourdes Ferran consultant UNSO/INSTRAW)

Fixed capital formation by owner and user, (H. Lützel, Statistical Office, Federal Rep. of Germany)

Introduction, ISIC (UNSO)

Wages and salaries and entrepreneurial income

Extract dealing with enterprises and establishments from production accounts for industries and the input-output tables

Improved Accounting of Natural Resources for More Optimal Resource Management (World Bank)

First Phase of the Introduction of A Structure for Collating the Money Flows Allocated to Environmental Management and Protection at Community Level (D. Puech consultant EUROSTAT)

Conclusions

Report of the meeting

Material for the discussion on inflation accounting